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“This decision of the peace conference,” he said, “necessitates a rephrasing
of the proposition for debate, iai order
to give the affirmative the initial burden of proof. The affirmative is the attacking party, or the prosecution. The

Change in the real issues of the original proposition, we rephrase the question so as to make the attacking party,
the affirmative, give the first speech;
and by his rephrasing, we likewise adjust the defend—the negative—to its
normal place.
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The pictorial part of the lecture coverscenes of Oregon,
Washington and
British Columbia, which may be called
ed

the playground of the northwest. There
were pitcures of Mt.
Hood, “stark, still,
regal, in appearance”; of rivers, “busy
with the
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of the world;” of fish
swimming up creeks “literally into the
cans;” of fish, “so thick in the streams
you could walk across on their backs”—
so he
told the Bostonians in a lecture
before a Country club.
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"I told them of the flaming forest
kingdom in the autumn, of the trails
among green growing things, of the darting, falling, leaping, elusive mountain
streams, he said, of the perfect spruce
trees that Oregon gave for airplanes;
the millions of feet of lumber for ships;
of the Vancouver spruce mill, the largest in the world; the Douglas fir, 3,0tX)
feet high.”
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Pictures of Washington included Seattle, the beautiful Spokane country,
Lake Chelan, the Rig Bend wheat fields,

Tacoma, Camp Lewis and American Lake
with Mt. Rainier. This peak is describeded as the most glorious thing of its
kind on the continent. “The wavering
colors of the Alpine glow flames and dies
leaving it like a phantom in the night.”
Many scenes of the Pacific highway
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A look down into the crater of Mt.
Adams, seamed and ripped with crevices
gives one a most enchanting glimpse of
the hereafter, smiled Mr. Riley.
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